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Abstract 
 
In contrast with the past, energy consumption in conspiring of mobile 

wireless network is far reaching research topic owing to its so decisive and so 

pervading approach and substantial prospective utilization. The utilization of 

telecommunication has stretch out improvement than ever before in the next 

few years and to remain active in the forthcoming years in the area of 

wireless communication medium of choice. Green wireless communication 

has acquired homosapiens recognition in craving of determining a novel 

infusion to enhance energy competence for the abiquitousness of wireless 

application. To discern duplicates or to circumvent unessential input/output 

operations in some databases, Bloom filter is a space steam lined 

probabilistic data structure used for illustration. This is hinged on a bit vector 

called the hash function which is uniformly distributed with size  and  

independent set. Moreover bloom hinged structure plays an important role in 

minimizing the energy expenditure in the broadcast while accomplishing full 

network coverage. In review of these our paper deals with reviews about the 

minimum number of  colors used when the graph central graph of Bloom 

network is colored harmoniously which is used in designing a minimal hash 

function.  
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1 Introduction 
 

One of the principal individuals to try different things with graph 

hypothesis was a man by the name of Euler (1707-1783). He endeavored to 

tackle the issue of intersection seven extensions onto an island without 

utilizing any of them all the more once. Starting there on, the investigation of 

graphs has been applied to countless genuine issues. Today, graphs are 

surrounding us. They are utilized in numerous enterprises from urban 

arranging, to delivery paths to PC systems, for example, web. Graph coloring 

is one way of coloring the nodes or lines of a given graph . Coloring a node 

with no two contiguous nodes share a similar hues is known as proper. A 

graph is supposed to be k-colorable if it tends to be appropriately hued with k 

hues. An edge color pair is an unordered pair of colors allocated to an edges 

incident vertices. A graph can be harmoniously colored if it has a proper 

coloring and no two lines share a similar color pair. Then  is the 

smallest number of hues expected to harmoniously hue a graph . This 

problem of determining the harmonious chromatic number was properly 

defined by Lee Hopcroft and Krishnamoorthy in 1983[1]. The binomial co-

efficient  reveals us what number of ways k colors can be organized into 

sets of 2. Each edge in a graph must get a distinct color pair. Let k be the 

least integer with the end goal that the inequality  holds. Then  

. S. Lee and John Mitchum gave an article comprising an higher 

bound for  in 1987[2]. In 1989 D.G. Beane, N.L.Biggs and B.J. Wilson, 

deliberated the development of [3]. In 1991 Lu Zhikang established the 

Upper bounds for this problem[4]. In 1993 Zhikang Lu again established his 

work on complete binary and trinary tree[5]. He also established an article on 

estimating the issue on some classes of graphs in 1993[6]. In 1998, K. J. 

Edwards established an article on a new upper bound for [7] .The 

complicatedness of this problem was established by K. J. Edward in 1995[8]. 

In the same year John P. Georges and Zhikang Lu published a paper on 

collection of graphs and complete 4-ary tree [9,10]. Also K. J. Edwards 

developed outcomes on almost all trees and bounded degree trees 

consequently [11,12,13]. In 2012 S. Akbari published two articles regarding 

χh of trees and trees with large maximum degree [14,15]. Additionally work 

on this problem can be found in articles by Franklin Thamil selvi .M.S and 

A. Amutha, received results on central graph of snake derived network and 

total graph of central graph of generalized Petersen graph[16,17]. Thus,  
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determine the harmonious chromatic number problem in green wireless 

networks which is very important due to its pervasive ingress and large 

potential consumption. Moreover finding the harmonious chromatic number 

of central graph of bloom network and hence characterized the maximum 

matching number  and minimum edge covering number  for Bloom 

network helps in energy consumption in conniving of wireless network.  

 

 
2 Bloom Network 
 

The bloom graph[18]  is defined as follows: 

,  two distinct vertices 

 being adjacent if and only if 

 

(i)  

(ii)  

(iii)  

(iv)   

 

The principal condition portrays the vertical edges, the second and third 

condition depicts the flat edges in the top most and the lower most columns 

separately. Condition four portrays the inclination edges. Bloom graph has 

mn vertices and 2mn edges. 

 

 3 Main Result 
  
Theorem 3.1  
 

Let  be C[ ] then 

χh{C[ ]} =  

 

Proof 
 

Let  transpire the Bloom network with  nodes and 2m  lines. By 

partitioning each line precisely one time and connecting all the non 

contiguous nodes, the quantity of nodes and lines in  are 3m  and 

 respectively. 
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Presently we relegate colors to these nodes.   is , 

subsequently we require  hues to color these nodes, and when  is 

even it is adequate to color the abiding  nodes with 4 colors which is 

equal to  , and when   is odd it is adequate to hue the staying 

  nodes with 5 hues which is equal to . Clearly we abide 

 colors to color , when  is even and we abide  

colors to color , when  is odd . That is  

colors when  is even and is   colors when 

 is odd. 

Subsequently χh{C[ ]} =  

 

We manifest the result by induction hypothesis, when  is even and 

odd. 

 

Case (I) 

 

When  is even.  

 

Acquire that the hypothesis clutch for  is even, at that point 
. 

. 

By acceptance we confirm for  . 

Here again we have three cases as ,  and    

 

Subcase (i)  

 

Consider . A Bloom network with  petals together with the 

centre . Thus number of nodes and lines in  is extended by  and  

separately when contrasted with the nodes and lines of . By central 

graph, the  lines are partitioned by another node. Expelling these  nodes 

from , we acquire a subgraph G' merely but . Subsequently 

by supposition . By including the expulsion 

nodes,   is    by central graph. Besides  is  

same as  .   

In this way 
  

                                

                                         

                                . 
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Subcase (ii)  

 

Consider . A Bloom network with  petals together with the centre 

. Hence number of nodes and lines in  is expanded by  and  

separately when contrasted to the nodes and lines of . By central graph,  

 lines are partitioned by another node. Expelling these  nodes from 

, we acquire a subgraph G' merely but . Thus by 

presumption . By including the evacuation 

nodes,  is    by central graph. Additionally 

 is same as  .   

 

Therefore 
  

                         

                                  

                         . 

 

Subcase (iii)  

 

Consider . A Bloom network with  petals together with the 

centre . Consequently number of nodes and lines in  is increased 

by  and  separately when contrasted with the nodes 

and lines of . By central graph, the  lines are partitioned by 

another node. Evacuating these  nodes from , we 

acquire a subgraph G' merely . Consequently by supposition  

.  By including the evacuation nodes, 

 is    by central graph. Moreover 

 is  same as  .   

Additionally 
 

                                

                                         

                                 

                                . 

 

Case (II) 
 

Acquire that the hypothesis clutch for  is odd, at that point 

. 

By acceptance we confirm for  . 

Here again we have three cases as ,  and    
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Subcase (i)  

 

Consider . A Bloom network with  petals together with the 

centre . Subsequently number of nodes and lines in  is expanded by 

 and  separately when contrasted with the nodes and lines of . By 

central graph, the  lines are partitioned by another node. Expelling these  

nodes from , we acquire a subgraph G' merely . 

Consequently by suspicion we have . By 

including the expulsion nodes,  is    by central 

graph. In addition  is  same as  .   

Accordingly 
  

                                

                                         

                                . 

 

Subcase (ii)  

 

Consider . A Bloom network with  petals together with the 

centre . Thus number of nodes and lines in  is expanded by  

and  individually when contrasted with the nodes and lines of . By 

central graph, the  lines are partitioned by another node. Expelling these 

 nodes from , we acquire a subgraph G' merely . 

Consequently by supposition .. By 

including the evacuation nodes,  is    by central 

graph. In addition  is  same as  .   

In this way 
   

                         

                                 

                         . 

 

Subcase (iii)  

 

Consider . A Bloom network with  petals together with the 

centre . Thus number of nodes and lines in  is expanded by 

 and  individually when contrasted with the nodes 

and lines of . By central graph, the  lines are partitioned by 

another node. Evacuating these  nodes from , we 

acquire a subgraph G' merely . Subsequently by presumption 

. By including the expulsion nodes,   
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 is    by central graph. Besides 

 is  same as  .   

Along these lines 
 

                                

                                         

                                 

                                . 

 

Observation 3.2 
 

Let  be  , for   abstain from perfect matching  and it 

has  unsaturated nodes. 

 

                 Observation 3.3 
 

Let  be ], at that point . 

 

Theorem 3.4 
 

Let  be , for  and  even 

  if and only if   has   unsaturated nodes. 

 

Proof 
 

     If , then  and . At 

that point  covers  nodes, and that is not similar to . 

Thus  abstain a perfect matching, and there prevail unsaturated nodes say 

 by the Observation. 

Contrarily  has  unsaturated nodes then  abstain perfect matching 

and thus . By hypothesis we realized that 

. Hence forth  

. 

 

Theorem 3.5 
 

Let  be C[ , for  and  odd  

 if and only if  has    unsaturated 

nodes. 
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Proof 
 
       If , then  and . 

Then  covers  nodes, and that is not similar to . Hence  

abstain perfect matching, and there prevail unsaturated nodes say  by the 

Observation. 

Contrarily  has  unsaturated nodes then  abstain perfect matching 

thus . By hypothesis we realize that 
. Henceforth 

. Hence the proof. 

 

Corollary 3.6 
 

Let  be , for  and  even, 

 if and only if   has  unsaturated 

nodes. 

 

Proof 
 

We realize that . Accordingly from the above hypothesis 

 if and only if  has   unsaturated 

nodes. 

 

Corollary 3.7: 
 

Let  be ,  for  and  odd, 

 if and only if  has  unsaturated 

nodes.  

 

Proof 
 

We realize that . In this manner from the above hypothesis 

obviously  if and just if  has  

unsaturated nodes. 

 

 4  Conclusion 

 
Thus the minimal hash function for a bloom structured network is 

obtained by finding the  of  bloom network which can be used as a space 

streamlined probabilistic data structure used for illustration. 
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